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 Immune- oncology (IO) drug(s), due to its mechanism of action, may demonstrate 
marginal benefit in Progression Free Survival (PFS) but meaningful improvement in 
Overall Survival (OS). [2]

 Sponsors often consider PFS and OS as co-primary in ph3 development. [3][4]

 To accelerate the development, sponsors sometimes would like to trigger ph3 
decision based on ph2 interim PFS and/or overall response rate (ORR) while 
continuing following up OS. [1]

 It brings challenges to construct a go/no-go boundary in phase 2 study. 

METHODS

 Develop a model-based approach that utilizes composite endpoints (e.g. ORR, PFS and 
OS) at early stage in ph2 to evaluate PrSS of ph3 study with co-primary endpoints (e.g. 
PFS/OS). 

 Build a robust critical success factor (CSF) of ph2 study to support go/no-go decision 
and develop a user-friendly R-shiny tool to implement the method.

 A Bayesian joint model based on composite endpoints (e.g. PFS and OS) at interim 
analysis of ph2 was utilized to evaluate PrSS of ph3 study

 The model assumes the hazard ratio (HR) of PFS and OS are bivariate log-normally 
distributed with certain correlation elicited from historical data and simulations. 

 PrSS of ph3 study based on composite endpoints were calculated from the bivariate 
predictive distribution. 

 The bivariate CSF of ph2 based on both PFS and OS were demonstrated in a contour 
plot. The joint CSF can be marginalized and linked to ORR. 

STEP 1: Determine Phase III significance boundary of PFS and OS

Notes: The weighted correlation estimation from historical data is not robust due to variation of treatment, baseline disease
characteristics. 

Simulation approach to evaluate weighted correlation 𝝆

STEP 2: Curate historical data. Establish correlation of PFS and OS

CONCLUSIONS

• The CSF of the composite endpoints was bridged to ORR for early decision making 
based on correlation between PFS and ORR from historical studies.

• The proposed method is more robust comparing to decision-making based on one 
endpoint. Similar conclusion was drawn [5].

• The proposed method is robust when the number of PFS and OS events are both 
reasonably large (e.g.  40-50). 

• It can be easily extended to other endpoints in different therapeutic areas.
• An R Shiny APP is under development
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Poster # 300888

Study N ORR (%) OS.HR PFS.HR

KN 024 154/151 45 / 28 0.63 0.50

KN 042 299/300 40 / 32 0.69 0.81

KN 010 139/152 30 / 8 0.54 0.59

KN 021 60/63 57 / 26 0.56 0.53

KN 189 410/206 48 / 19 0.49 0.52

KN 407 278/281 58 / 38 0.64 0.56

CM 026 271/270 26 / 35 1.02 1.15

CM 017 136/137 20 / 9 0.59 0.62

CM 057 292/290 19 / 12 0.73 0.92

Oak 425/425 14 / 13 0.73 0.95

……… …… … … ..

ARCTIC A 62/64 36 / 13 0.63 0.71

ARCTIC B 174/118 15 / 7 0.80 0.77

Table 1. IO lung cancer data

STEP 3: PrSS and CSF Determination for OS and PFS

Define prior distribution for PFS and OS Hazard ratio as 𝝁 = log 𝐻𝑅𝑝𝑓𝑠 , log(𝐻𝑅𝑜𝑠)
𝑇

with 𝝁 ~𝑴𝑽𝑵 𝝁𝟎, 𝚺𝟎 where, 𝚺𝟎= [
𝜎01
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Where 𝝁𝟎 , 𝜎01 and 𝜎02 could be non-informative or based on informative historical 
information. 𝜌 is an estimated correlation between 𝑃𝐹𝑆 and 𝑂𝑆 hazard ratio in log scale. 
Likelihood function:

ෝ𝝁2 = log 𝐻𝑅𝐼𝐼
𝑝𝑓𝑠 , log( 𝐻𝑅𝐼𝐼

𝑜𝑠)
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With 𝜌 determined either from historical data estimate or simulation approach, the joint 
PFS and OS hazard ratio posterior distribution and predictive distribution can be 
calculated. Therefore:

𝑃𝑟𝑆𝑆 = 𝑃(log ෪𝐻𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐼
𝑝𝑓𝑠 ≤ 𝑐1 𝑜𝑟 log ෪𝐻𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐼

𝑜𝑠 ≤ 𝑐2 | log 𝐻𝑅𝐼𝐼
𝑝𝑓𝑠 , log( 𝐻𝑅𝐼𝐼

𝑜𝑠) , 𝚺
𝐼𝐼)

where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, are the critical boundaries of OS from ph3 design and 𝚺 can be 
estimated from ph2 data. For a given pair of observed value of hazard ratio of PFS and OS 
in ph2, the PrSS of ph3 can be calculated. Backwards, for a given PrSS in ph3, a set of ph2 
PFS and OS hazard ratio can be determined.

Interim Final Analysis

Estimated Events (PFS/OS) 47/23 87/68

CSF: PFS/OS To the lower left of PRSS = 65% Contour 

CSF: 𝚫 𝐎𝐑𝐑 ~25% ------

PrSS of Ph3 ~ 65% ~ 65%

• Step 1: Determine Phase III significance boundary of PFS and OS
• Step 2: Curate historical data. Establish correlation of PFS and OS
• Step 3: Calibrate PFS/OS CSF in Ph2 (at each interim) and link to Ph3 PRSS 
• Step 4: Link to CSF of ORR (at each interim) for Ph2 

1 Ph3: HR boundary:  𝑃𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 , 𝑂𝑆𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

3 Ph2: model HR:

4 Associate to Ph2:

OS PFS

𝜌 (? )

𝑃𝑅𝑆𝑆 = 𝑃( 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃ℎ3| 𝑃𝐹𝑆2, 𝑂𝑆2, 𝜌)

CSF: ( 𝑃𝐹𝑆2, 𝑂𝑆2, 𝜌)

2

ORR CSF: Δ𝑂𝑅𝑅

Multiple Endpoints CSF determination diagram

Ph2 trial on going

Primary/Secondary endpoint 

- ORR, PFS,  OS

Interim:100 pts enrolled + 6m 

Final: ~80% PFS, 70% OS

Ph3 trial in planning 

Dual Primary endpoint (with Alpha-Splitting)

OS ( 𝛼 = .02 )

- Critical HR = .824, events = 470

PFS (𝛼 = .005) 

- Critical HR = .75, events =321

Simulation assumptions:
Simulate: 
log(𝐻𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑆) ~ 𝑁(ො𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡, ො𝜎ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡) 
mPFS = 9 months, log(𝐻𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑠) ~𝑁(0, 0.05)

Sample size: N ~100
Where ො𝜇ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡 and ො𝜎ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡, where elicited based on 
historical data.

Results: ෝ𝝆 ~ 0.634

consistent with numerical estimate from 
historical data

STEP 4: Associate CSF of PFS and OS to ORR 

Associate marginalized PFS HR CSF in the interim to ORR based on historical data.

Contours refer to the PrSS of ph3 for a 
given PFS and OS HR observed in Ph2

If 𝐻𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑆 = 0.75 and 𝐻𝑅𝑜𝑠= 0.82
PrSS of ph3 study is 65%

If 𝐻𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑆 = 0.79 and 𝐻𝑅𝑜𝑠= 0.72
PrSS of ph3 study =70%

Marginalized PFS HR CSF (0.69)
is calculated by integrating OS HR out.

Green area and red area increase in the 
final analysis as the number of events 
increase.

If 𝐻𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑆 = 0.79 and 𝐻𝑅𝑜𝑠= 0.72
PrSS of ph3 study =75%

Marginalized PFS HR CSF = 0.72.

R SHINY APP

SUMMARY 

A Bayesian fixed effect model 
were fit between 

log 𝐻𝑅𝑝𝑓𝑠 ~Δ𝑂𝑅𝑅

A 80% - 90% PI was selected to 
quantify the CSF of Δ𝑂𝑅𝑅
boundry.

The method can be easily compiled into R Shiny APP.

Step 1: Simulate PFS for both arms
with proper assumptions

PFS

Step 2: Simulate PPS for ctrl arm, based on 
historical observations.

Step 3: Simulate PPS of trt arm with
𝐻𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑠 centered at 1

PFS HR

+
PPS

Step 4: calculate OS time

=
OS

OS HR
associations

Weighted 𝝆 based on bivariate normal 


